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ON INTERSECTION OF COMPACTA IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE II

A. N. DRANISHNIKOV

(Communicated by James E. West)

Abstract. Suppose that X is a compact subset of «-dimensional Euclidean

space R" . If every map /: Y —» M" ofacompactum Y can be approximated

by a map avoiding X then dim X x Y < n .

0. Introduction

The main result of this paper is the following Theorem 1 which is the inverse

of the main result of [Dl].

Theorem 1. Let X be a compactum in Euclidean space E" and suppose that

for a compact metric space Y, the space of maps C(Y, E" - X) is dense in

C(Y, R"). Then dim X x Y < n .

Here C(X, Z) denotes the space of continuous maps between X and Z

with the compact-open topology.

This theorem plus Theorem 1 from [D1 ] implies the following:

Theorem 2. For an arbitrary compactum Y and for a codimension three tame

compact subset IcK" the following are equivalent:

(a) C(Y,R" -X) is dense in C(Y,Rn),

(b) dim X x Y < n .

Remark 1 [D2]. There exist compacta X, Y with dim X = dim Y = n - 2

and dim X x Y < n for arbitrary n .

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Spanier-Whitehead duality and some

elements of extension theory.   The top of the preliminary work in extension
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theory is Theorem 3 which is a generalization of the inequality dim > dim5,

where dim5 is the stable cohomotopy dimension [D3].

1. Extension theory

Notation [Ku]. Let Y and M be topological spaces; then

YxM <=> for arbitrary closed subset A c Y and arbitrary
continuous map cp : A —> M there exists a continuous
extension q¡: Y —> M.

We will consider only the case when M isa C IF-complex.

Proposition 1. Let A be a closed subset of Y. Then the property YxM implies

the property Ax M.

Proposition 2. Let U be an open subset of a metric space Y. Then YxM

implies UxM.

Proof. There exists a filtration Fx c F2 c • • • c F¡ c • • • of U, where Ft =

Y - Ox/i(Y - U), where Oe(B) denotes the open e-neighborhood of B in Y .

For arbitrary cp: A —> M by induction construct a sequence of maps cp¡, : A U

F¡ -> M with the property <Pi+l\AuF = <P, and cpt\A = cp for all i. The union

(J cpi is a continuous extension of the map cp to U .

Proposition 3. Let B be a closed subset in Y. Then the properties BxM and

(Y-B)xM imply YxM.

Proof. Suppose that cp: A —> M is an arbitrary map and A is an arbitrary

closed subset in Y . Due to the property BxM there exists an extension cp' : Ali

B -* M. Since M £ ANE there exists an extension lp: O —> M to an open

set Od AUB . Let W be an open set with AUB cW c[W]cO where [W]

is the closure of W. Apply Y - BxM to extend the map f\dW to the map

cp: Y - W —» M. The union <p li q>lw-, is a continuous map \p: Y —> M with

the restriction ip\A = cp .

Proposition 4. Suppose that compact Y is a union \J™=xFj of closed subsets.

Then the properties FxxM imply YxM.

Proof. By induction on m and using Proposition 1.

Let Ï.M denote the suspension of M.

Lemma 1. The property XxM implies (X x[0, l])xl.M for metric spaces X.

Proof. Define an open set V(r, U) = {(x, t) £ X x [0, l]\x £ U} and r -

d(x, X -U) < t < r + d(x, X - U) where U is an open subset in X and d is

the metric on X. Then for every V(r, U) the boundary dV(r, U) in X x R

is equal to the union Fx U F2 where

Fx = {(x, tx : t = max{0, r - d(x, X - U)}

and

F2 = {(x, t): / = min{l, r + d(x, X - U)}.
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It is easy to see that F¡., i = 1, 2 is homeomorphic to the closure [U] of U.

since FjXM by Proposition 4 we have dVxM.

Let A c X x [0, 1] be a closed subset and cp: A —► IA/" be a continu-

ous map. The suspension ZM consists of the union of two cones: ZAf =

con+ M U con" M with the vertices x+ and x~ . Denote cp~ (x+) = A+ and

cp~ (x~) = A~ . Since the sets V(r, U) generate a basis of the topology on

X x [0, 1] there exists an open set V such that A+ c V, A~ c X x[0, l]-[V]

and V = Uti F(r(-. ",) • since ¿) F c U^i ^ ^(^ » ",). Proposition 1 and 4 im-

ply that dVxM. Since XAf — {x+, x~} is homeomorphic to M x E there

exists an extension cp': dV —> ZAf - {x+ , x-} of the map i?|^nôK . Let ^

be the union of cp' and ç>. Consider the restrictions ip+ = ¥\iAr\\v\)\jdv and

V~ = 1/\{A-v)udv ■ Since spaces con+Af and con- M are contractable there

are extensions y/+ : [V] —> con+ M and Jp~ : X x [0, 1] - V -> con" Af of iy+

and tp~ . The union ^+ U y/~ gives the map Ip: X x [0, 1] —> XAf which is

an extension of cp .

Proposition 5. The property XxM implies con XxZM.

Proof. By virtue of Lemma 1,  X x [0, l]xl.M.   By Proposition 2 we have

X x [0, 1)tZA/". Since ptxZM and con I-pi « Xx [0, 1) Proposition 3

implies con XxT.M.

The following proposition has a similar proof.

Proposition 6. The property XxM implies ~LXxLM.

Corollary.  ViXxM implies IÏXxIÏM .

Theorem 3. For arbitrary CW-complex M and compactum X the property

XxM implies the property XxQ/l! M for any i = 1,2, ... , oo.

Here il'Y denotes iterated loop space.

Proof. Let /' < oo. Consider the diagram

[YÍA, IÏM]       —■*        [A, Q'I'M]

[l'x , i!m]     —►     [x, afe?M\.

All horizontal arrows are isomorphisms, the left vertical arrow is an epimor-

phism due to the corollary of Proposition 6. Thus the right vertical arrow is an

epimorphism too. Hence A'tQ'Z'M.

Recall that Q^S^M = lim Q'Z'M. Then compactness of X and the prop-

erties XxQ'l,'M for / < oc imply the property XxCf^Y.'^M .

Remark 2. Atí20CS005'" <í=> dim^A < n where dim5 is the stable coho-

motopy dimension [D3]. So, for M = S" , Theorem 3 claims the inequality

dim X > dim5 X.
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Problem. Does XxM imply XxSP°°M, where SP°° is the infinite symmetric

power?

2. Spanier-Whitehead duality

Lemma 2. Let U be an open n-dimensional ball and X c U be a closed subset.

Let M = U - X, and let X' be the one-point compactification of X. Then for

a finite-dimensional compactum Y and for large enough m there is an isomor-

phism ßY: [Y, QmZmA/] -> [Zm(7 AX1), sm+n~x] which depends naturally on

Y.

A proof of Lemma 2 actually is contained in [D4] (see the lemma) and it is

a consequence of Spanier-Whitehead duality.

Consider the one-point compactification U1 of U. In the «-dimensional

sphere If' ~ S" choose a decreasing sequence {K¡} of polyhedra with intersec-

tion H Ki = X'. Spanier-Whitehead duality claims that for finite-dimensional

Y and large enough m there is an isomorphism /?. : [LmY, Zm(£/' - K¡)] —►

[Lm(Y A K¡), sm+n~ ] [Sp]. The limit lim/_(oo ßi gives the isomorphism ßY .

This conclusion is based on the following propositions.

Proposition 7. Let the compactum X be a limit space of an inverse system

{X¡, p\+ } of compacta and let M be a CW-complex. Then [X, M] =

lim [A,, A/].

Proposition 8. Suppose M is a limit space of a direct system {Mi, cp1^ } of

C W-complexes and inclusions. Then for any compactum Y there is an equality

[Y,M]= lim[7, A/,.].

Lemma 3. Let X be a compact subset of R" , then for compactum Y the fol-

lowing are equivalent:

( 1 ) the space C(Y, E" - A) is dense in C(Y,Rn),

(2) for any open ball i/cl", YxMu, where MV = U - X.

Proof. (1) => (2). Let A be a closed subset of Y and cp: A —► Mv be an

arbitrary map. Choose an arbitrary extension cp' : Y —* U. There exists £ > 0

such that every map \p e-close to cp is homotopic to ip in Mv . Approximate

cp by y/: Y -> E" - A such that y/(Y) c Mv and y/ is e-close to cp'. The

homotopy extension theorem implies that there is an extension 1p: Y —<■ Mv

of cp .

(2) => (1) See the proof of Theorem 1 in [Dl].

3. Proof of Theorem 1

Suppose the contrary: dim X xY > n . We can assume that dim X xY = n .

(Otherwise consider A = A x {0} c E" x Rm~n = Em where m = dim XxY . It

is easy to see that C(Y, Em - A) is dense in C(Y ,Rm). The case of dim Y =
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oo is excluded because if dim Y > n then always there is an essential map of

Y onto «-dimensional cube.)

Let Z be a cone over Y. Lemma 3 implies the property YxMv for an

arbitrary open ball U c E" . By virtue of Proposition 5 we have ZxZMv

for every open ball U c R* . Denote W = U n X and let W' be the one-

point compactification of W. Let V be an arbitrary open subset of Z and

A=Z-V.

The set U is naturally embedded in Zl7 as the equator. Then ¿ZU - W is

homotopy equivalent to ~LMV . By Lemma 2 there is the following diagram

[A, QklklMu]    -^     [W' A A, QkI.kS"]

Î ax T a2

[Z , Q^IA/^]   -i*   [W' AZ, nkiksn],

where for large enough /V all horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. Theorem 3

implies that ax is an epimorphism. Therefore a2 is an epimorphism.

Since dim(Z A W') = « + 1 < 2« - 1 the homomorphisms ß2, y2 in the

following diagram are isomorphisms:

[W' A A, Q.kI.kSn]    A    [W'AA,Sn]

î a2 Î a3

[W'A Z , QkI.k Sn]    £-    [W'aZ,S"].

Hence q3 is an epimorphism.

Since dim W' xZ = n + l then for homomorphism ß3, y3 in the diagram

[If'Ayl,^"]    A      [W'AA,K(Z, «)]

î a3 î a4

[W'AZ,Sn]    A    [W' AZ,K(1,n)],

are epimorphisms. Therefore a4 is an epimorphism. Here K(Z, n) is the

Eilenberg-MacLane complex.

Consider the cohomology exact sequence of the pair (W'AZ, W'aA): •••<-
H"+X(W' AZ)«- Hn+X(W' AZ, W'AA) ♦- H"(W' A A) íi Ä"(IT' A Z).

Since Z is contractible then H*(W' A Z) = 0. This and the fact that a4

is an epimorphism imply that H"+X(W' A Z, W' A A) = 0. Because

(W'aZV^'a/I) = (W'xZ)/Wx,4)u(*)xZ (where (*) = W' - W ) then

//"""(rf'xZ, FF¿x¿U(*)xZ) = 0. In other terms H"+x(WxV) = 0. Since

the sets of the form W x V are a basis in A x Z we have [Kuz] the inequality

c - dimz(A x Z) < « + 1. Since both A and Y are finite-dimensional then

dim(A x con Y) < n + I . We have reached a contradiction.
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